Meet Report
Vice Chairman’s Curry Meet
The Loft, 25th/26th October 2008
This is a tale of rain, more rain and flooding. The meet could easily have been
entitled the Vice-Chairman’s nautical meet due to the huge amount of
precipitation in the Lake District during the preceding week and over the meet
weekend itself.
The advance party comprising John Burroughs, Euan Cameron, Jackie
McPartlin, Michelle Beech and Andy Bond arrived on Friday evening and had
to contend with moderate but admittedly unchallenging flooding on the
approach from the Three Shires. A sizeable drainage gully was being carved
out of the track in front of Blea Tarn House which John had tried to repair by
shovelling back the eroded material deposited on the Loft car park. However,
it was a fruitless task as the volume of surface run-off increased exponentially
over the weekend.
On Saturday morning it quickly became clear that daytime activities were
likely to be of the shopping, entertainment or relaxation variety. Reports from
an early excursion by Jackie and Euan, to fetch newspapers from the local
shop, were that the road at the head of Great Langdale was beginning to flood
and was unlikely to be passable later in the day unless it stopped raining.
Suffice to say the rain showed no signs of easing. Horizontal sheets of rain
swept continually across the valley resembling an airborne tidal wave, soaking
everything and creating rivers where there were none before.
Lucy and Linda arrived on Saturday morning and, showing immense spirit,
disappeared off to Elterwater for a low level walk. They later aborted to
Ambleside for a spate of browsing and shopping. The rising floodwater
complicated their return to the hut later in the day and they had to seek the
shelter and security of the Stickle Barn as the road beyond now resembled a
river more than a road. Swimming back seemed the only feasible option!
It looked very much like the food for 16 would have to be consumed by the 5
at the hut as the roads leading to the hut seemed to be completely
impassable. That was until an uncanny presence appeared at the hut door. It
was Dave Toon dripping water and wearing a lifejacket. He was accompanied
by Kate Hawkins wearing wellies and Richard wearing a sou’wester and
carrying mackerel he had caught on the way! They had part driven, part
floated their way down Great Langdale showing immense determination and
commitment bolstered no doubt by a desire not to miss out on the curry
extravaganza!

To greater surprise Roger & Helen
Gott, and Mark & Janette
Braithwaite appeared a few
minutes later from Coniston with
tales of daring do. Or, how a
company car can easily navigate
through 18” of floodwater providing
said floodwater is tackled at
sufficient speed. Only minor
damage to the car and all the
occupants seemed exceptionally
dry all things considered. No doubt
Helen’s brolly was the crucial item
of kit!
Then Andy Chadwick arrived, dripping, having parked at the Stickle Barn and
walked up with the essentials… torch, sleeping bag and beer! And, slightly
later, Lucy and Linda, whose combined charms helped to secure a lift off a
local farmer!
It has to be said that the curry lived up to expectations with two veggie dishes,
two chicken curries, popadoms and naan breads courtesy of Andy and a
variety of tasty appetisers provided by Roger. All washed down with copious
quantities of wine, beer and accompanied by more tales of daring do.
To the immense relief of all, the rain eased over night and Sunday dawned
dry and bright. Construction of the Ark was put on hold and soon we
wondered what all the fuss had been about. However, the remaining
floodwater in the valley did take
several days to recede.
Two walking parties went out –
Roger, Mark, Helen and Janette
to tackle mighty Wetherlam; Andy,
Andy, Euan, Jackie, Lucy and
Linda to traverse Pike O’Blisco
and the Crinkle Crags. Michelle
had an arduous but fruitful day
shopping in Ambleside while
Richard, Dave and Kate decided
to stay warm and dry at the
Kendal Wall.

Cath Sullivan deserves a mention as the only person with enough sense not
to try the nautical approach route to the Loft. On seeing the mounting tidal
floodwaters in Great Langdale on Saturday night Cath showed immense
mountaineering judgement and decided to head for home!
Andy Bond
Meet Co-ordinator

